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Paul Davies trained as a script editor on Homicide  and has since written for 
many series including: The Sullivans, Against The Wind, Rafferty’s Rules  and 
more recently Blue Heelers, Stingers and Something In The Air. He is best 
known for his “Location Theatre” Plays: Living Rooms and Storming St. Kilda 
By Tram.  
 
Nocturnal Emissions  
 
In a couple of million years from now when an intelligent civilisation in a galaxy 
far, far away finally manages to decipher the nocturnal emissions of Australian 
Television Drama (only just then reaching them on the cosmic internet) what 
will they make of life as it was lived at the end of the Twentieth Century on our 
island continent? Will they see these stories, this radio-borne, electronic time 
capsule as a representation of true events involving some long extinct carbon 
based life form? Or will they more correctly (being intelligent) read them as 
merely a simulacrum of what actually went on, a playful fabrication of the real? 
And will there be any way of charging them royalties for the privilege?- the 
ultimate futures’ market! 
 
Either way, these distant creatures will be confronted by a society that is clearly 
riven by crime, obsessed with bad health, and desperately seeking solace in any 
available capturing of “togetherness.” Because Oztralian Television Drama as it 
has presented itself over its first half century (whether in series or serial form- 
and that distinction is increasingly blurred) slots basically and very neatly into 
three specific precincts of human behaviour : The Struggle For Justice (Cop 
Shows) The Search For A Cure (Medical Dramas) and Faith In The Community 
(Soap Operas).  
 
Generally speaking (and ignoring for the moment the possibility of other genres 
such as Historical Dramas, School Stories and Kids’ Shows), the above three are 
the broad parameters within which the quasi-mythical land of Oz resides. A 
place of rampant make-believe. 
 
The modus operandi (to borrow a phrase) of the Cop and Medical shows 
depends fundamentally on “Action” to further their story arcs. A crime has to be 
solved, an illness must be treated. Whereas, the narrative engine of the Soaps 
rides more comfortably on the nuances of character and emotion as well as the 
eternal human road markers of birth, death, career, love and marriage. The more 



credibly the story is driven by its characters’ innermost urges and desires the 
more convincing the Soap becomes. The alternative scenario is covered by the 
phrase “the plot creaks” – i.e. it announces itself as an extremely clumsy and 
mechanical narrative device. This is generally something to be avoided.  
 
The Struggle For Justice 
 
The Struggle For Justice is essentially where television drama in Oztralia all 
began. It was the crusading, one-set wonder: Consider Your Verdict that set the 
ball rolling with its weekly crime enacted retrospectively via the court case that 
followed. At the end of which the audience, as the title suggests, were invited to 
make up their own minds as to the guilt or innocence of the parties involved.  
 

 
The courtroom set for Consider Your Verdict 

 
This economical show, with its built-in audience involvement, proved successful 
enough to pave the way for the equally pioneering Homicide and its cousins: 
Division Four, Matlock Police, and Cop Shop (all Crawfords products of the late 
60s, early 1970s). Since then, the Struggle for Justice has embraced all the 
chronicles of law and order, murder, robbery and mayhem as contained in 
Hunter, Prisoner,  Rafferty’s Rules, The Magistrate, Water Rats, Murder Call, 
Stingers, State Coroner, Police Rescue, Phoenix, Janus, Wildside, Scales of 
Justice, Halifax FP, Good Guys/Bad Guys, Above The Law and of course the 
three “Blues”: Bluey, Blue Murder, and the phenomenally successful Blue 
Heelers.  
 



 
George Mallaby in Homicide 

 
This string of titles exhibits little potential for running out of steam with many 
clever variations on the common theme. For example Stingers dips into the 
murky world of undercover cops. Water Rats  treats the audience to police work 
on the delightful, overseas-sales-inducing backdrop of Sydney harbour. Murder 
Call harks back to the old Homicide forumla with its discovery of the body in 
the first three minutes (the “teaser”) and its determination to solve the crime 
much like an Agatha Christie/Sherlock Holmes saga.  
  

 
The highly successful Homicide script template 

Drama levels rise towards each ad break 
 
 
The Search For A Cure  
 
The obsession with the deteriorating carbon based, human life-form itself, the 
Search For A Cure genre, is represented by the agonies, ecstasies, frantic 
decision making and sometimes bad end results of all the medical shows that 
now include (again by no means exhaustively): Medivac, All Saints, Country 



Practice, State Coroner, Halifax FP and of course the 3 Doctors: GP (city 
doctors), Young Doctors, and Flying Doctors. 
 

 
Some Young Doctors (1976 -1983) 

 
It will be seen immediately that there are already crossovers happening here. 
State Corner and Halifax FP by definition straddle both the crime and health 
genres. Just as Medivac, while notionally a hospital drama necessarily also 
involves a constant engagement with all sorts of emergency services including 
police, ambulance drivers and helicopter pilots (see also in this respect the two 
“Skies” series: Skyways  and Big Sky - a sub genre perhaps?) to which Police 
Rescue also partially belongs. Because, while Police Rescue  announces itself as 
primarily a cop show, it nevertheless deals with people being rescued from cliff 
faces, who optimally have some connection to a crime, are in need of transport 
by helicopter, and are therefore ultimately thrown back again on the tender 
mercies of that deteriorating hospital system. A brilliant trifecta of concerns that 
qualifies Police Rescue for inclusion in two major genres and one sub-genre 
(Cops, Doctors and Pilots). 
 
Faith In The Community  
 
Standing in direct opposition to the dysfunctional lifestyles of the medical and 
legal fraternities is the soothing relief and reassurances of the Faith In The 
Community option. Here we find the remaining gang of major players including 
the fondly remembered and seminal Bluebird, the raunchy, envelope-pushing 
Number 96, the global and ubiquitous juggernaut of Neighbours, plus of course 
The Box, Home and Away, Sons and Daughters, In Between, Dogs Head Bay, 
Sea Change, Something In The Air, Going Home, and the Gold Coast duo: 
Paradise Beach  and Pacific Drive.  



 
Main Cast Something In The Air (2000 - 2002) 

 
The “Community” as such can be organised along architecturally vertical lines 
(No. 96 was an actual apartment block, In Between set in a housing commission 
highrise, The Box - a television station) or distributed geographically along a 
particular suburban street as in Pacific Drive (literally) and Neighbours’ famous 
Ramsay Street. More typically the “Community” encompasses an entire town or 
village (eg. Seachange’s Pearl Bay or Something In The Air’s  Emu Springs). 
With Going Home the Community is a bunch of office workers doing their daily 
commute on a suburban train. In Above The Law the producers have brilliantly 
sited the Community above an actual police station, thus managing to straddle 
(literally and very conveniently) two major precincts of behaviour without even 
having to go outside the front door!  
 
In all cases the Community as such attempts to meld the inclusiveness of the city 
(where strangers are usually welcome) with the familiarity of the village (where 
strangers are generally pretty well deeply frowned upon).  
 
In the Community shows people are gentler and more stereotypically Oztralian 
(along lines long since laid down by Henry Lawson, Steele Rudd and Banjo 
Paterson- the “bush battler” archetype). In these examples the story is mostly 
framed by the common theme of yearning for something better; of seeking a 
more meaningful existence inside an ideal society of neighbours, relatives and 
friends who fundamentally like each other and whose financial, sexual and 
emotional lives are intricately and supportively entwined. (In Pacific Drive they 
tended to loathe each other but this was an exceptional show in many other ways 
too.)  
 
In holding out the hope of a better life, the Community shows appeal directly to 
the urban alienation and dislocation of their core city audiences. The City turns 
to The Country as a source of “communality”- that prehistoric human craving 
for a bond established beyond family lines towards a kind of “tribal” experience- 



something that living an atomised life in the suburban wastelands has generally 
robbed people of (apart from the once suburban, now nationalised, soon to be 
globalised, local footy team). All of which is as close to a spiritual formulation 
as Oztralian TV Drama seems to get (always remembering that the village or 
street also has its resident priest e.g. Father Brian in Something In The Air).  
 
Community shows (Soaps) enshrine a feel good ambience in contrast to the 
constant terrors and chaos held in store by the Justice and Medical genres. 
Interestingly, there has also been a recent drift away from the inland setting 
(Bellbird, A Country Practice) towards locating it more directly on the coast 
(Paradise Beach, Sea Change, Pacific Drive, Dogs Head Bay, Headland).  
 

 
 

Pacific Drive 1996-1997 
 

This new retreat to the seaside perhaps mirrors the general decline of rural 
Oztralia and probably foreshadows the intention of the baby boomers who create 
and finance these shows to spend their looming retirements within earshot of 
some stretch of idyllic beach - preferably in Byron Bay or Port Douglas - places 
to which the location budget currently won’t stretch.  
 
Generic Pastiche 
 
Of course there are many overlaps between the Community ethos and both the 
Cop and Doctor genres. A Country Practice obviously combines medical issues 
with a bucolic theme. Just as Matlock Police  anticipated Blue Heelers by more 
than a decade in situating its essential police focus inside the supportive and 
reassuring confines of a small country town.  
 
Indeed, the main tendency at the end of the century seems to involve an untidy 
scramble to include as many generic paradigms in any new series as is 
practically (and credibly possible) - with most shows now managing to straddle 



at least two or more camps. Something In The Air while overwhelmingly a Faith 
in the Community show nevertheless has a resident  doctor and at least one ex- 
cop in the form of the publican, Stuart “Roo” McGregor. It also bucks the drift 
to the coast by being located unashamedly, almost daringly, in a financially 
declining ex-gold mining town.  
 
Similarly Sea Change, while quintessentially expressing bucketloads of Faith In 
The Community, nevertheless pins its major plot formulations on the activities 
of a local magistrate, who is herself a refugee from the chaos and stress of the 
city. Each episode necessarily involves some scenes in her courtroom although 
this set is by no means as central to that show as it was in Consider Your Verdict  
(where it was the only set) or Rafferty’s Rules  where it was the main set .  
 
Rafferty’s Rules was also notionally a Crime show but was self-consciously 
located in the Sydney beachside suburb of Manly - almost prefiguring the drift to 
the coast a decade before the general rush began (and as a bonus could also offer 
tantalizing glimpses of that bankable harbour). However Rafferty’s Rules never 
did fully exploit the quirky character potential of its Manly inhabitants as much 
as say, Blue Heelers does with the residents of Mt. Thomas or Something In the 
Air with the delightfully varied denizens of Emu Springs.  
 
Likewise, another seminal series The Sullivans, while essentially historical in its 
focus (The Harking Back To a Halcyon Past genre), might also be included in 
the Community category because the primary site of its drama was the leafy 
Melbourne suburb of Camberwell and all the war affected people living there. 
 

 
The Sullivans (1976 – 1983) 

The Sullivan family outside their Camberwell weatherboard 
 
 
 
 
 



Character Point Of View 
 
In The Struggle For Justice the progression of the plot must be viewed 
essentially from the police point of view. This has two important consequences: 
1) it never allows the audience to get ahead of the handful of core police 
characters (the “star vehicles”) and 2) it makes for an intense focus on the serial-
like intrigues, loves, ill health and personal challenges of these people. In Blue 
Heelers what happens to Tom or PJ, Dash or Maggie, is almost as important as 
the crime that week itself. Sometimes even more so (such as when PJ and 
Maggie become trapped together in a gold mine and finally consummate their 
URST - UnResolved Sexual Tension).  
 
Concentration on the central characters also simplifies the storylining process 
and is generally assumed to engender viewer loyalty. The “what-will-happen-
next-week” factor becomes heightened when it is regularly limited to the 
familiar four or five main players. The crimes and their perpetrators become 
subservient to the ongoing interest in the “story arcs” of the cops themselves. 
Consequently scriptwriters rarely get to extend their talents to embrace any 
personally invented and temporary new characters.  
 
For all these reasons the story shapes and forms that are nocturnally emitted 
consist essentially of the same basic handful of dramatic chords played endlessly 
on the great piano of each show’s Story Department. And here we come to the 
nub of the matter.  
 
Owning The Story 
 
If the genre is a given and there are only a very limited number of those (despite 
the crossovers), how does the story of each individual episode get manufactured 
within the formula? And who owns the plot that emerges ? Who essentially 
creates it (and therefore stands to benefit financially)? Especially considering 
that the writer is invisible to the process and anecdotal evidence suggests a fair 
swag of the audience believe the actors make up the lines themselves ! (For a 
classic example of the pitfalls of letting actors make up the dialogue themselves 
watch any episode of the maddeningly repetitive Wildside.) 
 



 
Wildside? Yes Wildside. Really, Wildside? Yes! (1997-1999) 

Tony Martin and Rachael Blake 
 
The difficulty of teasing out the various creative threads contributing to the 
narrative architecture of any episode of Oztralian Television was revealed in 
June this year via a dispute between The Australian Writer’s Guild and Screen 
Producers Association before the Arbitration Commission. The issue concerned 
intellectual ownership of the Storyline and who contributed what exactly to its 
emergence on episodes of Something In The Air. The Hon. R. J. Garlick. found 
that “On any reasonable reading of the material before me the Writers have 
made a substantive contribution at the Story Conference even though it is a 
contribution which on the evidence before me cannot be apportioned in exact 
percentages between them and others.” (“Others” being the Production 
Company as represented by the Story Editor, Script Editor and Researchers.)  
 
He went on to say that the “...opposed positions of the parties exemplify the 
difficulties of assessing the value of contributions to the creative process in 
sophisticated but meaningful terms for the purposes of the arcane world of the 
law of contract.” 
 
The Scriptwriting Process  
 
This testifies to the intensely collaborative nature of Television Scriptwriting. 
The plot of any given Series, whatever category it belongs to - whether The 
Struggle for Justice, Search For A Cure, or Faith In The Community -  is almost 
always the outcome of a committee process that starts with “The Script 
Conference.”  
 
This takes place over one or two days (if its going badly) and its participants 
include a Story Editor (responsible for forward planning and ‘big picture’ issues), 
A Script Editor (a combined critic/script doctor with a good handle on the macro 
story thus far), a Writer (the ravaged looking functional alcoholic glooming 



uneasily in the corner), a Researcher (police specialist for cop shows, medical 
expert for hospital dramas), a Note-taker, sometimes the Producer/Line Producer, 
and occasionally a Network Executive (if things are going really, really badly).  
 
Everybody except the Writer is on a salary, works out of the central office, is 
close to the action and keeps their ears firmly to the ground (which is not easy 
when you’re also trying to run a word processor). The Writer is almost always a 
free lancer, worried about where the next contract is coming from, and belongs 
to one of three mysterious white board categories known (only to an inner 
sanctum) as the “A list” the “B list” and the “Black List.” (Although members of 
the latter faction tend, by definition, not to make it to Story Conferences in the 
first place - unless things are going really really badly and the Story Department 
is truly desperate).  
 
At the end of those one or two intensive plotting days a document called a 
“Story Line” is produced. As defined by the Series and Serials Agreement 
between the Writer’s Guild and the Screen Producers, ‘The Story Line’ is a 
“written synopsis of the story in narrative form providing sufficient detail so that 
the essential dramatic development and main characters can be identified...”  
 
With this document in hand the writer leaves his first invoice behind and, like an 
architect with a client’s brief, goes home to turn what is essentially a page or so 
into about ten pages of narrative prose called the ‘Scene Breakdown’. This is 
defined by the same Agreement as “the scenes in narrative form of the entire 
story indicating the fuller structure and development and characterisation of the 
plot.”  
 
And when (with many adjustments via emails, faxes, and phone calls back and 
forth) the ‘Scene Breakdown’ is finally given the green light the writer may get 
started on the first of usually two full Drafts. When the ratings are going fairly 
well the Networks tend to leave their Story Departments well alone and 
everyone luxuriates in a certain freedom to explore the full potential of the 
characters - within of course, the known and accepted parameters of the show’s 
“Formula”- as outlined in its “Bible.” “The Bible” documents a show’s core cast 
along with their backgrounds, the setting, locations available and strict time 
limits in which any episode may happen (42 minutes of drama per TV hour for 
commercial networks, 48-50 minutes for the ABC/SBS) 
 
In this way a “Release Script” finally emerges from the scrum ready for shooting 
and it is produced along lines firmly established through decades of industrial 
practice. While the writer has many expressive possibilities within the structural 
envelope of a given story line or a body of dialogue (bearing in mind all the 
other constraints of cast size, time slot censorship, number of sets, locations 
available, in-house style and formulas etc.) almost no television episode is the 
outcome of any single individual. Although a maimed handful of “bankable” 
writers may be so privileged - sometimes with indifferent results.  



 
The Road Ahead   
 
The question might therefore reasonably be asked: why so many cops, lawyers 
and doctors? What is it about these two professions that make them so 
disproportionately dominant on our small screens ? And will it ever be any 
different ? Why not builder’s labourers, bank tellers, cooks, hairdressers or hotel 
managers- with all their attendant mingling in the common flow ?  
 
Clearly the answer lies somewhere in the idea that crime and illness are by their 
nature life altering events and hence they carry the greater dramatic quotient. 
The experiences of police and medical officers necessarily imply a lot of 
climactic/dramatic action which can be accounted for in simple sets (the 
interview room, the hospital ward). Drama comes with the territory. It is simply 
easier to concoct scenarios out of the twin emergencies of breaking the law and 
getting sick (preferably both).  
 
But it’s not just the plot, it’s how you tell it. And herein lies the creative 
possibility for any writer. Bearing in mind that series and serials now run to 
hundreds, if not thousands of episodes, contemporary scriptwriters are engaged 
in a kind of collective, macro-story telling that has no real literary precursor- 
with the possible exception perhaps of the serialised novels of authors such as 
Charles Dickens and more recently Armistead Maupin. Even so, the sheer 
quantity of material being produced for television far outweighs in story content 
and consumption time what any novel or even series of novels can offer. 
Sometimes Oztralian serials display a character’s life story over a period of 
years that almost chronologically recreates a real time scenario. (c/f Julia 
Rutherford’s mature age pregnancy in Something In The Air virtually takes 
almost nine months of programming to full term.)  
 
In the Community genre the plot is carried more readily on the vagaries of 
character and a shared idea of what makes us human - the helping and 
supportive ethos as opposed to the more destructive and damaging predicaments 
of the criminal and the seriously ill. In this sense the Soaps actually offer, on the 
face of it, a greater hope for change, a wider scope for exploring all the 
principals of story form and character eccentricity. 
 
If an Episode’s “Story” is essentially the What  happens and its “Structure” 
relates to When  things happen; then a show’s “Formula” is the How it happens, 
the “Characters” Who it happens to, and the “Dialogue” reveals Why it happens. 
Thus, in manufacturing drama on television we are dealing with a creative 
enterprise which advances along many separate but interconnected prongs. 
Everyone starts with a road map (the Storyline) but is invited to explore the 
detours (the Drafting). How a Story actually turns out can be deflected by a 
slight shift in character, a slip of the tongue, or a chance accident. Like life itself, 
writing is a journey and the fun of it sometimes lies in not knowing exactly how 



it will all end up. Although in Oztralian television the ending is generally fixed 
from the storyline stage. Always, from the writer’s point of view, it’s not the plot 
you’re given but how you tell it.  
 
Another unwritten law of television drama relates to the fact that no matter what 
journey a core character takes in any given episode they must end up 
(personality-wise at least) essentially back where they started (certainly by the 
end of that week on air.) In how many shows is the pub the definitive location ? 
In how many episodes does the teary scene come just before the end ]? In 
Oztralia no macro change seems possible. URST (unresolved sexual tension) 
between male and female leads must remain just that: unresolved - otherwise the 
core reason around which that relationship endlessly turns begins to implode and 
it’s dramatic raison d’etre evaporates (c/f Diver Dan and Laura Gibson finally 
getting horizontal in Sea Change only just before David Wenham decides to 
leave the series.)  
 
Of course it can be argued that this is what real life is like anyway. Once our 
personalities are set down in childhood they are fixed for the long haul. The 
child being father/mother to the man/woman. Art imitating Life imitating Art.   
 
“Reality” TV ? 
 
Which raises the disturbing spectre of “Reality TV”: the “observational 
docu/drama,” the fly-on-the-wall camera, the Sylvania Waters  model. Here is an 
example of a future “television entertainment” in which the scriptwriter we’ve 
come to know and love is finally absent from the process. In which the dramatic 
displacement of reality which we’ve been getting so far comes back to its first 
principals, almost by default. In which our confused soul mates in other galaxies 
far far away will finally be unable to untangle the found event from the 
constructed one.  
 
Could this be the end towards which “The Story” on Oztralian Television is 
eventually heading? Towards a kind of de-manufactured (“amanufactured” ? ) 
reality state? In which the audience become merely voyeurs on other people’s 
(edited) lives. Television as an endless Truman  (True - Man) Show.  My hunch 
(and hope) is that people will still want the craft of fiction to shape meaning 
from the endless flow. And until computers develop souls writers are still the 
best workers qualified for the task of “lying the truth.” 
  
In short, the more things change the more they stay the same. And unless 
audiences demand otherwise it’s difficult to imagine any better outcome. Once a 
successful show’s formula is locked in (Homicide, The Sullivans, Blue Heelers, 
Sea Change) it generally doesn’t budge. Networks focus with clinical precision 
on the ratings, but do the raw numbers tell us anything about the “quality” of the 
viewing? Is it sometimes more rewarding to have an actively engaged, albeit 
smaller, audience than a half brain-dead larger one? And despite some desperate 



attempts to find one, no Network executive yet has a crystal ball. And in this 
possibility lies the ongoing hope that something new can still happen. The 
generic templates may be set but success always lies in how you tweak them. 
Everyone is looking for that golden riff of characters and setting that fires the 
popular imagination. 
 
Will the future viewers see it that way - the ones out there in the cosmos, as yet 
unborn? Or will they be asking their own version of Phillip Adams’ famous 
question: “Is this really 50 years of Oztralian television - or just the same year 
over and over again?”  
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